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Addressing Sexual Misconduct in the Stanford Community 
 

Membership in the Stanford community brings an obligation of respect for the safety and well being of others. 
Stanford is committed to providing a campus environment that is free of sexual violence. The University has a range 
of programs to educate community members on issues of sexual violence and sexual misconduct, provide support in 

the wake of an incident, encourage reporting, and investigate allegations of misconduct. 
— John W. Etchemendy, Provost 

 
Beginning in October 2014, all new regular Stanford employees will be expected to complete a new 
online course titled "Addressing Sexual Misconduct in the Stanford Community." This course includes 
information required by the VAWA (Violence Against Women Act) Reauthorization of 2013 and covers 
forms of sexual violence and how employees can prevent and must report sexual misconduct that 
occurs in the student community. Just as in the employment context, the good judgment and common 
sense of University faculty and staff are essential in ensuring an environment free of all forms of sexual 
misconduct for students. 
 
FAQ’s about the course 
• The course is presented by LawRoom and customized for Stanford. 

• New employees will be pre-enrolled in the course & will receive a STARS notification by email within 

their first 2 weeks of employment. Access to the course will be through STARS via a link included in that 

email notification. 

• Phase 1 includes new employees hired 9/1/14 or later and include faculty. Postdocs, SLAC and 

bargaining unit employees will be included in Phase 2.  

• The course will take approximately 60-90 minutes to complete. 

• Training completion will be recorded in STARS. 

• This program does not preclude any staff or faculty from their requirement to also complete one of 

three courses focusing on workplace sexual harassment. (See: https://harass.stanford.edu/training) 

• Under consideration: including VAWA course content into each of the three existing sexual 

harassment programs so that new employees need to complete only one VAWA/Sexual harassment 

workplace program.   

• Student employees will not be required to take this course. New students are required to complete 

customized courses for students. Student residence staff members receive specialized training. 

• More info: https://harass.stanford.edu/training/addressing-sexual-misconduct-stanford-community 

• Questions? Email vawatraining@stanford.edu 
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